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Following a

weekend

workshop last November, a Task
Force of six

people was struck to produce ..
a

constitution and

position paper todescribe a new model for a

non -union central provincial organ ization....... as an

alternative to the CFF."

Members who offered

to serve include
Ann Frost - Douglas

College Dave Mitton - CFF

President Chris McDonnell - Malaspina

College Don McRae - Langara

College
Wanda Tilley - Capilano

College Pat Thomas - B.

C.I. T.

The group has

met twice already; one more meeting is scheduled for
mid- February, together with specific

sub -
tasks assumed

by individuals. A legal opinion has been solicited

and received, which examines the variety of

legal structures open to us under theB.C. 

Statutes .
What follows in

point form is a summary of the
deliberations to date:

1) 
The need

for a provincial association of post secondary faculty remains

obvious; what is less
obvious is the

form and function such an associationshould adopt. 

There is much agreementthat the

present CFF constitution needs a drastic

overhaul.
2) 

A draft

constitution and merger agreement for a rovincial union

were circulated this time last year; the

degree of general support for such was questioned
by many faculty, but no

detailed

p apers

were prepared to promote an alternative modeluntil

now.

cont d .
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3) Local autonomy for college faculty associations
and local retention of bargaining certification
is central to the new plan. But, assistance from

the central provincial organization would be
available on contractual matters, as would general
legal advice, exchange of salary and working
conditions information, and a common list of model
clauses for use by local negotiators.

4). A tentative name suggested is the "Association
of Post Secondary Educators" ( " APSE " ?);

membership would be institutional and the
annual general meeting would set policy binding
on members.

5) The structure would probably be as the chart
below depicts:

AGM - sets general policy
some sort of "rep. by pop."
system for delegates.

EXECUTIVE -

COUNCIL -

formed of member presidents

periodically meets to interpret
and implement policy.

MANAGEMENT

COMMITTEE

table officers of above, elected
at AGM

chaired by President, afforded

release time from faculty duties
meet:3 more often, carrying out
week -by -week business, including
pers)nnel matters.

OPFTCE STAFF - an E -:ecutive Direc
like) and an offic

handles all typing
mailing duties plu

for ( or the

e Secretary
duplicating,

s files.

6) : services to be provided would include:

lobbying with government and its agencies

sala and working conditions advice and shared
information.

legal counsel and opinion in matters of joint
concern.

professional development activity in matters
of provincial scope.
a disputes policy to help members in times of
contractual and other difficulties.

information exchange system with regular news-
letter and periodic bulletins.

7) Generally, it was.felt the new association should

take strong.stands against incursions by government
into either the educational or economic welfare of
members.

2/
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7) cont 'd.

To have clout, such positions should not be subject
to individual case -by -case ratification by members;
general policy should be broad enough to permit
this.

Also, membership in "APSE" should involve
constitutional commitment at the local level, ensuring
financial and policy continuance between annual
general meetings.

More information to follow in the next Newsletter after
the February meeting of the Task Force.

Dave Mitton.

SALARY AND WORKING CONDITIONS COMMITTEE REPORT.

The Salary and Working Conditions Committee of CFF met on
the weekend of November 25 -26. The first day of the
meeting was a workshop on advanced labour negotiation
techniques conducted by Jon Squire of Capilano College
Labour Studies Program. Mr. Squire covered the entire range
of issues from the preparations for negotiation and contract
formulation to strategy at the bargaining table. The

particular problems of educational institutions with
respect to the withdrawal of services were explained in
detail. It was pointed out that an important part of any
negotiations is public awareness of the issues, and that

when the public is given an accurate picture of the
situation they are likely to call their public officials
to task. The participants in the workshop found it to be
an extremely useful and valuable expenditure of CFF
resources.

The second day of the meeting centred on a discussion of
local issues in the Colleges and an exchange of expertise.
It was decided that the CFF will proceed with a new form
of clause- finder to be constructed by Wanda Tilley. The

persistently troublesome issues of part -time faculty and
the use of media in educational services were considered
in some depth. The meeting also provided for an exchange
of current contracts which ought to aid the member
colleges currently going into contract negotiations. The

next meeting will be held in late February.

Jan Cioe

Chairperson, V.P.

Editor : The current Analysis of Agreements, courtesy
of the B.C. Association of Colleges, will soon be made
available to all member associations. This document
analyzes, in infinite detail, many contractual and
statistical matters pertaining to B. C. colleges.)

MINISTRY ALLOCATES $120 FOR

PROFESSIONAL DEVELO

Dr. Bruce Fraser ( Executive Director, Program Services,
Ministry of Education) and Diane Morrison ( Co- ordinator
of Program Development) attended the CFF Directors'
meeting on Saturday, January 20th to exchange ideas on
the types of professional development projects in B.C.
colleges which the Ministry would be willing to help fund.

To date, priority has been given to projects which seek
to improve the quality and range of instructional skills
at B.C. colleges - short courses and workshops, deliverable

cont 'd
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in a variety of formats, to suit the needs of individual
groups of instructors at the various colleges throughout
B.C.

Limited funds have also been made available for

management training programs and workshops for faculty
and administrators, for orientation sessions for new
College Board members, and for selected workshops on
topics of province -wide interest, such as the one on

Individualized Instruction" to be held at Langara on
May 10, 11 and 12 ( see page 5 ). The Program Services
division is also presently considering assisting faculty
exchanges between colleges and the development of more
College Outreach programs where needed.

All in all, the possibilities seem unlimited ( although
the money is not). Enquiries may be directed to Diane
Morrison at the Richmond Office of the Ministry of
Education or to the Steering Group of the CFF Professional
Development Committee:- Fred Smith, Chairperson ( Okanagan)
Bob Brown ( Camosun), Peter Trushell ( CNC) and Dave Mitton,
CFF President.

There will be a joint Ministry /CFF Workshop for Professional
Development Chairpersons from the various colleges in
February to explore professional development opportunities
further and to share ideas and information.

CFF /BOAC NEWS

The CFF and the B.C. Association of Colleges have agreed
to hold a series of regular meetings between the Ministry,
the CFF, the BCAC and a representative of the College
Principals. These meetings will provide direction to the
Ministry, and will help to promote understanding among
the members through the discussion of topics of mutual
concern in post- secondary education. The first meeting will
be held in late February or March.

Ian Edgar ( W.C. Committee of the BOAC) has approached the
executive o the CFF to consider a joint CFF /BCAC
Conference. Topics for such a conference might include:
Relations with Faculty and O.L.I., Distance Learning,
Out -reach Programs, the Consultative System, etc.

CONVENTION 1979,

The CFF Directors have accepted Malaspina College's offer
to host the 1979 CFF Convention and AGM on its new campus
in Nanaimo. Convention dates will be Wednesday to Friday,
May 16 - 18. This will tie in with the holiday weekend to
allow people to vacation for a few days afterwards.

Block room reservations will be made in large, nearby
motels. It is also hoped that the system of advanced ferry
bookings can be set up with the CPR for those who register
early.

The tentative theme for the Convention is "The Consultative
Model of College Governance: Fact or Fiction."

More Convention news soon.

cont'd.
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PENSIONS

Dave Mitton met with B. Watson from B.C.T.F. and Gerry
Sylvester, representing College Administrators, on January
9, 1979 to consider current issues relating to the College
Pension plan. The discussion ranged from an examination of
pension indexing ( adjustments to pensions based on the
Consumer Price Index) to an expression of concern about the
possibility of a " money purchase" plan replacing our present
plan. In a " money purchase" plan, the sum total of the
money contributed by the employee, and matched by the
employer, would be used to buy an annuity upon retirement -
the value of the annuity being whatever the accumulated
funds in the individual'.s account will purchase. The

monetary advantage to the government is clear.

Dave Mitton's recommendation is that the CFF, on behalf of

member associations, write to the Superannuation Commissioner
and the Provincial Secretary expressing:

1. A desire to continue the present form of
the College Pension Plan.

2. A willingness to consider some form of
limit on indexed benefits received upon
superannuation, based on actuarial

projections from the College Pension Plan.

3. The view that a reasonable percentage
increase to cover indexing is 1/40
0025) for both employer and employee."

The CFF executive would appreciate as much feedback as
possible from members on this issue.

CONFERENCE AND WORKSHOPS ON " INDIVIDUALIZED

INSTRUCTION" TO BE HELD AT VCC,LANGARA

ON IMAY 10, 11 AND 12

The Conference and workshops on " Indvidualized Instruction"
are being sponsored jointly by Vancouver Community College
and Program Services, Ministry of Education, under the
direction of Dr. Lawrence Fast, Director of CES, Langara.

The Conference on May 10th will be open to unlimited
registration ( for a nominal fee of $5). Registration for the
May 11th and 12th Workshops, however, will be limited to
3 -6 participants per college or institution, to be selected
by that institution. There will be one place in each workshop
guaranteed to each college and institution ( the registration
fee will be approx. $10.)

The keynote addresses at the Conference on May 10th will be
given by:

1. Dr. S. Postlethwaite, Biological Sciences,
Purdue University - " Individualization:

A Concept or a Treatment."

2. Dr. Dan Coldeway, Head, Instructional Design
Athabasca University - " Individualized
Instruction and Adult Learning: Can They Work
Together ?"

3. Dr. Jerrold E. Kemp, Co- ordinator, Instructional

Development Services, San Jose State University -
Designing Individualized Instruction for
Vocational Technical Students."

cont' d.
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These well known educators will also direct the three
workshops to run concurrently on May llth & 12th on " How
to Individualize Instruction."

1. Mini- course Production - Dr. Sam Postlethwait

2. Good Techniques for Adult Learners - Dr. Dan Coldeway
3. Designing Vocational Technical Programs -

Dr. Jerrold Kemp.

Tony Pletcher from the Biology Dept., at Langara passes
along the following information about Dr. Postlethwait,
Dr. Coldeway and Dr. Kemp and the aims of their workshops.

Sam Postlethwait is a professor of Biology and the
author of the books: The Audio- Tutorial Approach to Learning
Textbook of Intermediate Plant Science, Plant Science - A

Workbook with an Audio- Programmed Approach He is also the
editor of Exploring Teaching Alternatives director and
developer of Mini- course Development Project, and author of

numerous scientific and educational journal articles. He has
received the Purdue University Best Teacher Award, Audio -
Visual Instructor Director's Award, Eastman Kodak Gold Medal
Award and the Standard.Oil Best Teacher Award.

He developed the Audio - Tutorial (A -T) or Mini - course

method of teaching that has been implemented by other teachers
in every state of the U.S. and every province of Canada. The
method has spread to Australia, New Zealand, England, Scotland,
Germany, Netherlands, Mexico, Israel, Labanon, Puerto Rico,
South Africa and Venezuela. Twelve of the 14 B.C. Community
Colleges are currently using some form of A -T instruction in
many disciplines, but particularly in biology. The method has
been adapted to distance or open learning in England, Mexico
and Alberta's Athabasca University.

The objectives of his workshop are:

1. To produce the first draft of an instructional
program in the A -T format following a specific
developmental process.

2. To determine the philosophical basis for five or
more components of the A -T system as implemented at
Purdue University.

3. To share information among the participants that
will enable each to become better teachers."

Jerrold Kemp is professor of Education and the author
of two books: Planning and Producing Audio - visual Materials
and Instructional Design A Plan for Unit and Course
Development, and has written many chapters of other books,
and numerous articles in educational journals. He has been
director for a number of innovative teaching projects and has
conducted workshops and made presentations on new instructional
methods and uses for audiovisual materials in business,
education and government. He served as a High School science
teacher and a motion picture production supervisor. But
he is particularly familiar with and has conducted workshops
for Vocational - Technical instructors.

cont'd.
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1. 

The objectives for his workshop are:

To experience directly an innovative method of learning
using tape recorder and other media in an Audio
Tutorial lab).

2. To list the elements of one instructional design plan
and recognize the importance of their inclusion in
the instructional planning process.

3. To gain experience with the steps in the plan through
verbal explanations and the completion of written
exercises.

4. To apply a simple method for handling the mechanics
of planning.

5. To develop a sample instructional program using the
design plan.

6. To consider the value and application of this plan
to one's own instructional planning procedure."

Dan Coldeway has his training in psychology and is a
consultant in curriculum design and development, instructional
psychology, and behavior analysis. He has published papers
on instructional systems, personalized instruction systems,
competency based instruction, instructional technology,
adult instruction, task analysis, classifying objectives,
and designing open learning systems.

The objectives of his workshop will be supplied at a
later date when he completes his analysis of the specific
needs of B.C. college instructors in the Adult Education and
Open Learning or Correspondence Instructional Systems."

A PERSONAL VIEW FROM ROSS FRASER CFF D I RECTOR, MALASP I NA,

The real issue in the CFF for the last year or two.

An active dialogue has been taking place within the
CFF on the question of whether the CFF should be replaced
by the provincial union. This topic has surfaced at recent
conventions and, because the 1978 convention mandated an
active study of models for a provincial union, the question
has become a constant topic at Directors' meetings this
year.

As a result of the discussions, I have come to realize

that the real issue facing us is not the question of whether
the formal structure we adopt at the provincial level is
certified trade union: the question is rather whether the

College Faculties in B.C. wish to become trade unionists only
and to forma-strong, permanent aliance with the trade union
movement. Some members of the Federation believe we have a

political and moral responsibility to become an integral part
of the trade union movement; others feel that we should

continue to have union strength at the local level and a
strong, professional oriented association at the provincial
level.

One thing seems clear: the CFF is in the process of a
metamorphosis and will probably be a very different organization
in the future.

What are the views on this issue at your campus?

Ross Fraser

CFF Director

Malaspina College.

cont Id.



CAMPUS NEWS

MALASPINA COLLEGE

Malaspina College has not yet appointed their new
College Principal as the Search Committee has not yet
reconvened. The expectation is that a new Principal will
be in office by Summer 1979. In the interim, the College
continues to be administered by the former bursar, Oliver

Neaves, who is the Acting Chief Executive Officer.

B.C.I. T

To date, 375 Staff Society me:
petition to the Board of Governors
administrative policies, structure

haven't heard the outcome yet, but
would be interested in the content
follows:

nbers have signed a
calling for changes in
and /or personnel. We
thought CFF members
of the petition, which

We the undersigned members of the
Department /Technology petition the Board of vernors to imp e_=Wnt
whatever changes are necessary in the administrative policies,
structures and /or personnel in order to effQct improvements in
major matters such as the following:

1. Emphasize quality of education rather than quantity of
graduates..

2. Implement truly consultative management by involving Faculty
and Technical Staff (in Departments and through the Staff
Society) in the preparation of Institute policies, plans wad
budgets-

3. Provide for effective and responsible representation of Faculty
and Technical Staff on Institute committees.

4. Ensure that decisions affecting educational matters are made
through the "Tech Ed function" (Vice - Principal Drug Svetic,
Deans, Department Heads, Faculty and Technical Staff).

S. Locate decision - making at the lowest possible level in the
organization.

6. Reduce the concern for secrecy and confidentiality.

7. Give priority to bonouring the Collective Agreement.

Drop demands in collective bargaining for rollbacks of
professional rights and rollback of purchasing power of
Faculty and Technical Staff.

Also, word has it that BCIT may become a degree - granting
institution ( a Baccalaureate in Technology). If true, this

would give technical - career education yet another boost in the
province and answer the identity crisis of BCIT under the new
Act.

CAMOSUN COLLEGE

Bob Brown reports that Dr. Lloyd Morin has been
appointed as the College Principal replacing Dr. Grant Fisher.
Dr. Morin was formerly the Director of Instructional
Development at Camosun. The faculty and staff welcome his
appointment and look forward to working with Lloyd.

As with other colleges there is uncertainty about the
composition and the policies of the nascent college board.

cont Id.
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There is tangible evidence that the construction of
long awaited and desperately needed plant facilities at
the College is about to commence. Funding yet to be
approved.

Contract negotiations are expected to start early in
the new year.

DOUGLAS COLLEGE

Douglas College Faculty Association is applying to the
LRB for successor status as the certified bargaining unit,
all colleges having now been designated under the Colleges
and Provincial Institutes Act. They look upon the move as
a test case to get some explicit statements about the
personnel section of the Act. 

O

COLLEGE OF NEW CALEDONIA

A report from CNC that on December 4, 1978, the CNC

Faculty Association passed a motion censuring CNC Principal
Charles McCaffray for acting in bad faith with respect to
faculty consultation.

As part of his hurried re- organization of CNC following
his arrival this past Fall, McCaffray in September
established a Faculty Advisory Committee to provide him with
reports recommending program clusters and a new adminis-
trative framework for these clusters. This Committee,
comprised of 12 faculty members from all areas of the College,
presented two reports based upon extensive gathering and
synthesis of faculty views.

McCaffray quickly proceeded to set up an administrative
framework very different from that recommended by the
Faculty Committee in its second report. Essentially, faculty
had recommended that mid - management Director positions should
have faculty status, whereas McCaffray wanted these to be
full administrative positions. The Faculty Association
thereupon passed motions endorsing the Faculty Committee's
report and censuring the Principal. Faculty felt that
McCaffray's numerous comments to faculty members as to the
nature of the Directors' positions indicated that he had made
up his mind some time ago on issues upon which he had
nominally requested faculty recommendations. Faculty felt
that McCaffray had wasted the time of•many faculty members
and that he had failed to practise meaningful consultation.

The Faculty Association has conveyed the motion of
censure to College Council.

NORTHWEST COLLEGE

We were sorry to receive notice that Northwest Community
College is withdrawing from membership in the CFF as of
January 31, 1979.

OKANAGAN COLLEGE

A couple of items of interest from Doug Cole at
Okanagan College....

The first twelve months of the current twenty -seven
month contract have just about elapsed. Negotiations on
salary matters only will probably begin in late February and
will cover the remaining fifteen months of the contract.

An " independent study commission" has been created to
examine the feasibility of dividing the present College region
into north and south components so that we may eventually
see two colleges in existence. The present college has
managed thus far to survive the rivalries inherent in the
Okanagan area. What benefits and deficits the division of
the college region may entail are difficult to assess.
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1. Forthcoming Conferences /Workshops 100 W. 49th Ave.

2. Salary & Working Conditions Committee: Report Phone: 324 -5343

3. News from Around the Campuses

4. Report on meeting with Pensions Commissioner, 

1979 CONVENTION UPDATE

Plans are now well underway for what might be the

last CFF Convention. The location is the new Malaspina
College campus in Nanaimo. The dates are Wednesday to

Friday, May 16 -18, leaving the possibility open for

delegates to spend the holiday weekend on Vancouver

Island. 

Organizers. Ian Garrioch and Ross Fraser, have

decided that, if it is to be a wake, the Convention

will be a wake in the best Irish tradition; and that
if it is to be business as usual, it will be business

accompanied by more than a little relaxation and fun! 

PROGRAM

The Convention will be a " crossroads" Convention

because, whatever happens, a basic decision about the

future of the CFF will almost certainly be made at that
time. Hopefully, there will be participation in that

Yall concerned post-secondary institutions
in B. C. 

At the moment, planning calls for a dual structure
of meetings:

1. delegates will meet to report on the
surveys of members' needs which will be taking
place on campuses in the next six weeks, and to

amend the founding principles and constitution
of the proposed new provincial organization
tentatively named the B.C. Association of Post

Secondary Educators - BCAPSE) to reflect the

needs which have been identified at various

campuses.

2
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2. Other delegates will participate in a variety of seminars
and workshops organized loosely around the Convention
theme - FACULTY PARTICIPATION IN COLLEGE GOVERNANCE:

FACT OR FICTION. Some session. titles are:

Evaluating the Evaluators: Accountability in
College Governance.

Unions and College Governance.

Program Advisory Committees.

Faculty - College Board Relations.

Faculty Evaluation: Performance Appraisals.

Professional Development.

The Part- time /Full -time Problem.

CELEBRATIONS

Those attending the Convention can look forward to enjoying
the following activities:

Refreshments in Malaspina's elegant Discovery Room
from noon onward each day.

A Wine & Cheese Reception on Wednesday evening.

Dinner and Dancing to a funky Nanaimo Band on Thursday
night.

A Salmon Barbeque early Friday evening for delegates
and guests ( families welcome),.

Recreation activities and suggestions for families
and guests.

Malaspina's Bert.Kampers is in charge of organizing food
and refreshments. He promises that this will be a Convention
people will remember!

REMINDER: " INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION" CONFERENCE

VCC, LANGARA, MAY 10 11 AND 12

Don't forget to send in your registration for this important
Conference which is being sponsored by VCC, Langara, Continuing
Education, in co- operation with the Ministry of Education.

The May 10th Confer.ence.day.is.open to unlimited registration
and will feature addresses by such well - known educators as Dr. S.

Postlethwaite ( "Individualiation: A Concept or a Treatment ? "),
Dr. Jerrold E. Kemp ( " The Reasons for,and.the Results of Designing
Self -Paced Learning, Programs for Vocational - Technical Students ")
and Dr. Dan Coldeway ( " Individualized Instruction and Adult

Learning: Can They Work Together ? ")

The discus -sion group sessions, which will follow the address
on May 10th, will give delegates a chance to exchange views with
the Conference speakers or to take in one of the three panels
offered:

1. "Distance Learning in Colleges" chaired by
Richard Hopkins.

2. "Mini- Courses: A/T Problems in Biology" -
Tony Pletcher, or

3. "Vocational Individualized Learning" - Karl Gregg.

3
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The Workshops on May 11th and 12th are limited to from
3 to 6 delegates per college ( at $10. each) and so early
registration is advisable. The Workshop topics are:

1. " Mini- Course Production" - Dr. Sam Postlethwaite

2. " Good Techniques for Adult Learners" - Dr. Dan Coldeway

3. " Designing'Vocational - Technical Programs" - Dr. Jerrold

Kemp.

Address inquiries to: Continuing Education, VCC, Langara,
100 West 49th Ave., Vancouver, B.C. V5Y 2Z6.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP

RICHMOND, MARCH 30, 31 AND APRIL 1, 1979

A'provincial workshop for Professional Development Committee
Chairpersons ( the first of its kind!) will be held at the
Richmond Inn on March 30, 31 and April 1, 1979.

This workshop, fully funded by the Ministry, has been

planned by a committee under the direction of Fred Smith, CFF

Professional Development Chairperson. It represents the
co- operative efforts of the CFF, the SVI ( Society of Vocational
Instructors) and the Ministry of Education, Science & Technology.

Each college or institute has been asked to send 2 delegates
from its P.D. Committee to participate in the weekend discussions.
It is intended that such delegates would be selected to reflect the
academic /career /vocational nature of the institutions. The general
objectives of the workshop, as defined by Fred Smith and the
Steering Committee, are:

1. To provide an opportunity for the exchange of information
about professional development activities presently
offered at B.C. Colleges and Institutes.

2. To provide an opportunity for delegates to develop
model professional development activity programs and
to tailor these to the specific needs of each college
or institute.

3. To assist the participants to identify the skills they
want to develop as professional development committee
members.

4. To identify possible future Provincial programs for
professional development committee members.

SWCC REPOR

BY: JAN CIOE
VICE PRESIDENj CFFCHAIRPERSON, $ W

On February 24 and 25 the Salary & Working Conditions
Committee held its second meeting. The first day and a half was
devoted to workshops on Arbitration Procedures ( Leo McGrady);
Contract Management and Grievance Processing: Role of the Steward
Sonja Sanguinetti); and The Essential Services Disputes Act
Carolyn Askew) provided on a contract basis from the Capilano
Labour Studies Program. Reaction from the participants was
extremely favourable with the consensus that much valuable
information had been transmitted. Mr. McGrady covered the entire
range of arbitration procedures from choosing an arbitrator and
building your case through to the appeal procedures available.

4
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SWCC Report cont'd

He also provided his personal assessment of various
arbitrators as well as a bibliography of legal books for
arbitrations. Ms. Sanguinetti described the role of stewards,
or their equivalents, in a union pointing out the number of
functions they can take on. She also examined, in detail, the

steps necessary to establish a successful grievance. Ms. Askew

went through the amended Essential Services Act pointing out
the implication of various clauses for the colleges and institutes.
In particular, it was pointed out.that the option for arbitration
provided for by the act can only be.put inot effect by the.
Cabinet. Such a situation allows for - the continuance of ineffective

job action while obviating an effective one. The members of the

committee strongly urged a continuation of such educational
workshops in the future. In particular, it was hoped that the
AGM might contain some such workshops. A round -robin brought
members up to date on local issues.

CAMPUS NEWS

CAMOSUN

Camosuft College has finally appointed four. School Board
members to serve with five Government appointees and will hold
an orientation for these Board members on May 9 and 10.

They are opening negotiations now and expect good progress
with the Administration on minor details. They have agreed to
use a final offer selectio arbitration procedure with the Board.

At the February 21, 1979, Faculty Association meeting a
motion was passed to make it a policy aim that all faculty reach
one maximum on the salary scale.

One further item from CFF Director, Gordon Alexander, is

the comment that the Administration has expressed concern over
Camosun's excellent letter of agreement regarding part -time
employees who are treated very much like full -time members.

CARIBOO

Cariboo College received an arbitrated settlement of 5.50
across the scale, with an extra step added at the top of the
scale. Their COLA clause remains. The general impact of the
settlement was to bring them up to par with Okanagan College.

Dave Reiter reports that the search for a Principal is
still going on. The Board members insist on interviewing
candidates on their own but will make opportunities available for
the faculty to meet with the candidates and then offer their input
to the Board.

Dave also mentions that the faculty are still fighting the
appointment of a Director of Nursing ( excluded from the bargaining
unit) whose duties closely resemble those of their former
chairperson. The issue is before the L.R.B.

Editor: Since then, Cariboo has, unfortunately, decided to

withdraw from the CFF as of March 31, 1979. They will,
however, continue discussions with the CFF over

provincial organization ( either union or Task Force
model) .

5
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EAST KOOTENAY

The College is preparing a workshop for the B.C.A.C.
meeting, for new Board members, on the Division II "Fair

Comparison" method. They were approached because their College
is small enough to make such a workshop feasible and because
they had expressed an interest in exploring this alternative.

FRASER VALLEY

Notice was received of Fraser Valle -, ; , 's intention to
withdraw from the CFF as of January 31,1979.

V.C.C., LANGARA

At a meeting on March 22,
Association passed a motion to
release time for the President

Secretary, Valerie Rangeley.

1979, the Langara Faculty
purchase 1/4, and up to 1/2.

and full -time for the Office

The Association is also continuing to debate the form, if

any, that a provincial organization should take in preparation
for a vote by members prior to the May CFF A.G.M.

MALASPINA —Ross Fraser reports:

The search process for a new Principal is finally underway
once again. The fifteen - person committee has decided that the
task of selecting a short list of candidates will be contracted
out to a management recruiting firm in Vancouver. All constituent
groups in the College have been asked to develop criterjar to be
used in drawing up the short list.

It appears virtually certain that the successful candidate
will be a Canadian. One committee member expressed interest in
repatriating a Canadian who has had successful administrative
experience in another country.

The Contract Negotiating Committee hopes to begin
negotiations with the College Board before the end of March. The

chief issue will be the cost of living increase. The Malaspina
contract contains a no strike /no lockout/ binding arbitration
clause.

The College is becoming more and more active in offering
special events in the College region. Statistics released recently
indicate participation in special events in 1978 by over 42,000
people.

COLLEGE OF NEW CALEDONIA

The College is in the process of hiring a Dean for the new
position of Dean of Instruction. There are still discussions

going on about the role of faculty in this process.

Premier Bennett has just opened their new core facilities,
including a new food services. The initial draft of multi -plan
is complete and is being circulated to all interested parties.

Jan Cioe says that an agreement was signed between BCIT
and C.N.C. to allow C.N.C. to offer the first year of some
technology programs. This will allow C.N.C. to expand program
offerings, while supporting BCIT's second year programs. BCIT
and C.N.C. are discussing the use of line T.V. presentation of
material to C.N.C. in the areas of forestry, nursing, etc.
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OKANAGAN COLLEGE

A letter from Doug Cole to say that: "Okanagan College's
operations are currently under scrutiny by a " Task Force on
Separation" as' it has been called. The Ministry of Education
established the Task Force and gave it a 60 day time limit to
carry out its investigations and render a report on the
advisability of separating the present College region into two
component parts. One would, presumably, serve the southern

Okanagan ' with its largest centre in'Kelowna. The other would
be centred in Vernon and would serve the north Okanagan - Shuswap
area.

The basis for the establishment of the Task Force was a

request from School District 33'(Vernon) and School District 89

Salmon Arm) based on dis- satisfaction with current College
operations there.

Faculty outlined their official viewpoint in a letter to
the Chairman of the College Board.
Editor: Among other things, the letter states that:

1. The Faculty Association urges that the Task Force on
Separation not be allowed to obstruct the progress of
the College, including the building of permanent
teaching facilities in Vernon and a gymnasium in Kelowna.

2. That the Faculty Association prepare a brief to the
Task Force on Separation deploring on educational.and
economic grounds, any attempt to separate the College
region, and that such a brief be ratified by the
Association prior to presentation."

Doug continues: " In a sense, we.have finally gotten the
College into a,state of reasonable operation efficiency given the
various " political" problems associated with the long standing
rivalries between the Okanagan cities. We may see these problems
rising up to confront us again if separation occurs.

In .another sense one should ask whether,one multi - campus
college in the Okanagan is perhaps better than two such
institutions? We await the Task Force report with great interest
but, in the meantime we have established a committee to present
a brief to.the Task Force _and also have another committee working
on.the problems which may ensue, relative to our contract, if

a separation is imposed upon us.."

PENSION COMMISSIONER MEETING

BY; JAN CIOE

Jim Reid of the Superannuation branch attended a Management
Committee meeting of the CFF on 79 -03 -16 to'enlighten us about
the nature of our plan. Mr. Reid pointed out that of the 8 or 9
plans his department administers,-our plan has some distinct
advantages..

The plan is optional, and even if one has not come into

the plan immediately, it is po"ssibl'e to join later, although,
it is not possible to buy into the plan. Our plan also has
immediate vesting which means that an employee has the right to
ultimate pension no matter how long the service; other plans
require a minimum of, for example, 10 years service before one
is entitled'to pension benefits. =
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An over -view of the plan can be obtained in a short
pamphlet entitled " The College Pension Fund - Highlights ".

Ed: Your CFF Director has a copy3.
In reviewing the booklet some interesting points come to
light. If one is on a legitimate leave of absence from the
college or institute, contributions may still be made into the
plan and benefits amassed. In the case of total and permanent
disability, a faculty member can receive his /her pension early
if there is at least 10 years of service. If the college has
an approved long -term disability plan, then the pension can' be
deferred but a pensionable service is still built up. There

appears to be fairly good transferability with the provincial
plan, although a move into these-plans must occur within 3 years.
Application is not necessary for the provincial scheme but is
necessary if one joins the Federal Government. Benefits cease
accruing at 65 but this does not mean that one must.retire at
that point.

Our plan does provide for early retirement on a reduced.
scale but if one takes re- employment with the Provincial
Government, pension benefits cease unless one can contract
with the government instead of being in an employer /employee
relationship. Unfortunately, in the case of death before

retirement, a pension is paid only to one's legal spouse;
anyone in a non -legal relationship merely gets the individual
contribution plus interest.

Our pension scheme is indexed to the National Consumer
Price Index based on a quarterly averaging system. This allows

the pension payment to increase in relation to increases in the
cost of living.

Like most pension schemes, ours is slightly under - funded,
although the use of our plan makes its ultimate strength hard
to assess. It is estimated that the plan itself is about 20 of
payroll under - funded; the indexing may account for an additional
5 %. Our plan, however, will not experience any problems for
another 50 years or so. It is necessary, nevertheless, to deal

with the issue now rather than later. There is always the danger
that the government may impose a system to " save" the provincial
scheme and include our plan, even though it does not have the
same problems associated with it. There are a number of issues

which must be considered, not the least of which is that the

employer is making " paper contributions ". The fund does not

gain the interest on the employer's contribution since no
actual contributions are made until retirement.

It will be necessary for us to work closely with our
colleagues in the B.C.G.E.U. as well as the Administrators to

develop an equitable solution to the problem of under - funding
in our pension scheme.
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AT THE CROSSROADS: THE

TIME FOR DECISION IS HERE, At

long last, the "alarms of struggle and flight" have
died down, the smoke has cleared, and the Peace Treaty

has been drafted. The CFF Task Force on Provincial
Organization has developed a plan for a new, 
non - union provincial organization of post - secondary
educators that it hopes will be acceptable to
all the member, and non - member, institutions and more

responsive to their needs. There

are, naturally, still many practical details
concerning budget, voting procedures, etc.,to
be ironed out. In the meantime, however, what we need
is to have as many colleges and institutes as possible
agree to the Task Force' sproposals in principle
To

this end, BCIT and College of New Caledonia have
drawn up a document ( reprinted later on) which sets
out the principles and objectives of APSE, Association
of Post - Secondary Educators). So far, 8

colleges and institutes have signed this document signifying
their initial committment to the idea: B.
C.I.T., College of New Caledonia, Douglas College, Cariboo
College, Okanagan College, Camosun College, Malaspina
College, and East Kootenay Comm.. College.The

CFF Executive Committee, at its meeting on April
7, passed the following motion:That

the CFF Executive recommends to the membership

that the CFF be replaced by another
organization, adequately funded, which
will provide improved services to members
and will fulfill the principles and
objects ratified at the March 3 meeting of
this Executive." The

Executive also urged all members to acquaint themselves
with these documents, along with the following
list of reasons why it is felt that a stronger
provincial organization is necessary right now. 
We need agreement in principle by the CFF Convention.
andAGM, May 16 -18.If

a majority of associations, representing a credible
majority of individual members throughout B.
C., support the new plan at the CFF A.G.M., we can then
work towards a formal ratification of constitution and

membership by the Fall. cont

Id.

College

Faculties Federationof British Columbia
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All in all, the creation of a provincial organization of
post- secondary educators ( APSE), along the lines suggested
by the CFF Task Force, seems the best way to avoid the
fragmenting of the community college movement in B.C.
APSE seems to represent the best hope for keeping the bulk
of the faculty together at a time when it is imperative that
we speak out with a strong and united voice.

ARGUMENTS -IN FAVOUR OF APSE

FROM THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS' MEETING

ON APRIL 7, 1919)

1. Such an organization would help provide the research
rationale and statistics) and other resources necessary
to strengthen our position at the bargaining table.

it is much cheaper to acquire this information for
and through a central system, than for each college
or institute to try to go it alone.

the employers will be basing their statistics on
research acquired through the various employers'
councils ( such as the Public Sector's Employers'
Council). Thus, we need to acquire our information
on a central basis too.

it will be money in our pockets - for example,
research definitely helps win in binding arbitration.

2. Such a provincial organization Mould help to ensure the
CONTINUITY of knowledge and negotiators, of negotiating
expertise which is difficult to maintain now when the
SWCC chairpersons keep changing from year to year. Here

again, centrality = continuity = extra dollars in the
contract. (Hence the value of something such as the
Capilano Labour Studies Program.)

3. Such an organization can also provide a stronger voice
for faculty as professional educators We must stress that
we are members of a profession as well as union members.
As such, we need an organization which will provide us
with increased professional development opportunities and
information.

this emphasis will help combat a growing trend towards
deprofessionalization" of faculty ( the situation where

faculty are used more and more as technologists or agents,
with little say in deciding policy, goals, possible impact
of programs etc.)

4. Thus, the provincial organization would promote, facilitate
and coordinate more Ministry /College & Institute P.D.

projects and workshops etc. (,such as were begun this year).

5. The Ministry of Education consistently refuses to deal with
individual institutions ( for example, BCIT). Therefore, we
need a central organization to carry on liaison and
lobbying with the Ministry and to speak out meaningfully
for the colleges and institutes on issues of general
concern.

cont 'd.
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6. This "voice" is particularly necessary if the trend
towards increased control by Victoria continues.

some signs of centralization noted recently are:

1. the shifting of economic power from the Boards
to the provincial government in the Government's
decision to fund operating costs 1000.

2. creation of a new position at each college
funded by the Ministry ( presently 2 year, but
can be an ongoing appointment) - Budget Officer
for the Data Base Management Information System
MIS) .

3. creation of O.L.I.

4. new microwave cooperative developments.

7. A provincial organization of post - secondary educators
can aid in the development and application of amore
consistent disputes policy.

8. A provincial organization can monitor and draw attention
to any issues involving our pension fund.

for example, Pension Commissioner, Jim Reid, has said

that there is a real possibility that the provincial
government may unilaterally change all public sector
pensions plans. This needs watching. .

9. The various organizational meetings etc., enable members

to share information on a regular basis, in informal and
formal gatherings. This exchange can take place on a
bi- lateral basis between colleges, but it is not as
effective. In a larger discussion group, one can begin.to
see patterns emerging, forces pushing everyone in the
same direction, and hence it is often possible to
anticipate problem areas, rather than just react to them
after_ the fact.

10. The sense of "community" created by such an organization
also as a balance to excessive competition,
fragmentation or parochialism.

000-

cont'd.



STATEMENT OF AGREEMENT

The representatives subscribing to this agreement undertake that:

1. Their organizations will become members of a provincial
organization based on the principles and objectives of APSE
as indicated in the attached draft ( March assuming:

a) sufficient member organizations, containing sufficient
membership, to be credible as the provincial voice of
post- secondary educators:

b) effective voice in forming bylaws, structure and policy
on a democratic basis relating to membership and financial
support;
and, provided that agreement is reached on:

c) budget and dues structure sufficient to provide effective
operations in the specified areas;

d) equity of dues structure within member associations and
in relation to the provincial organization;

e) specific bylaws for the provincial organization.

2. Item 3 ( b) below notwithstanding, they will work closely with
the other organizations who subscribe to this statement, with
the goal of creating a credible, viable and effective
provincial organization.

3. They also undertake that :

a) the president of each subscribing organization shall
recommend -the preceding statement for endorsement, at
least by his /her Executive Committee, no later than

April 6,..1979; and that

b) if endorsed.by the Executive Committee, the statement

shall, at the earliest possible time, be submitted for
any necessary further approval by the appropriate body
within each organization.

Name Organization

cont 'd.
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ORGANIZATIONAL PRINCIPLES OF THE " B.C. ASSOCIATION OF POST - SECONDARY

EDUCATORS

The intent and effect of the Constitution, Bylaws, structure and

operation of the APSE shall be such as to satisfy the following
needs:

1. Greater strength and credibility in making policy statements
on a provincial level.

2. Increased ability to provide management and information
services on a centralized basis.

3. Greater continuity of resources, services and personnel.
4. Coordinated relationships with other resource groups.
5. Stable commitment by member organizations.
6. Maintenance of local autonomy on all issues not as

by the Constitution to the provincial body.
7. Maintenance of the right of each member organization to

adopt central bargaining or to retain local bargaining.
8. Recognition of, and respect for, the individual needs and

interests of member organizations.

V9. Authority for the provincial executive, between AGM's to
make policies in areas assigned by the Constitution to the
central organization, provided such policies are not
inconsistent with AGM decisions.

10. Provision for, and encouragement of, exchange of information
on economic welfare and other terms and conditions of
employment, and provision of reasonable assistance in the
area of the collective bargaining process.

11. Establishment and promotion of guidelines for professional
and ethical standards for members.

OBJECTS OF THE " B.C. ASSOCIATION OF POST - SECONDARY EDUCATORS
if

1. To foster and promote the objectives of post- secondary
education in B.C. colleges and institutes.

2. ' To improve the economic and professional welfare of members
by providing reasonable assistance and support.

3. To foster effective communication and interaction between
members and with other constituencies within colleges and
institutes.

4. To work with other groups concerned with post- secondary
education to create an environment which will better serve
provincial and community needs.

5. To act as the voice for member associations on matters of

provincial or national scope, while recognizing the need to
preserve the authority of members in matters of local concern.

6. To seek effective representation on all relevant bodies dealing
with policies affecting colleges and institutes.

7. To encourage inter- institutional cooperation, rather than
competition, among faculty and between faculty associations
in post secondary education.

8. To uphold the right of member associations to attempt to
settle disputes in their own manner, and to provide reasonable
support to achieve satisfactory resolution of disputes.

9. To foster cooperation between members in matters of professional
development activities.

10. To facilitate an exchange of information on economic welfare
among members, and to provide assistance in collective
bargaining process at member institutions.

cont 'd.
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CONVENTION ' 79 UPDATE

Ross Fraser.

Plans are almost finalized for the "Crossroads" Convention,

to be held at the new Malaspina College campus from May 16 -19.

Within the next week, a Convention Program and Registration
Forms will be sent to all faculty members at B.C: Colleges.

Organizers Ross Fraser and Ian Garrioch would appreciate as many
advanced registrations as early as possible.

CONVENTION HIGHLITES

The $40 registration fee is virtually all returned to you
in the form of food, drink, music and contact with kindred
souls.

Eight Professional Development Seminars'explorring current
concerns and featuring resource people from almost all
B.C. Colleges.

An extended " workshop" to discuss the proposed model for
the new Provincial Organization.

An optional program for spouses and /or families including
trips.to.Gabriola and New Castle. Islands, Rathtrevor Beach

Park, Cathedral Grove and the Qualicum Fish Hatchery.

A Wine & Cheese Reception - hosted jointly by Malaspina
College Board and Faculty Association.

Salmon Barbeque featuring the best from the Straits of
Georgia.

Dinner Dance with music by Nanaimo's "69 In The Shade ".

PLEASE LOOK CONVENTION MATERIAL OVER CLOSELY WHEN YOU GET

IT.

PLAN TO STAY ON THE ISLAND FOR THE HOLIDAY WEEKEND.

PHONE IAN OR ROSS AT 753 -3245 IF YOU NEED ASSISTANCE IN

MAKING MOTEL OR CAMPSITE RESERVATIONS.

REMEMBER THIS IS THE COLLEGE CONVENTION.

000 -

PROVINCIAL TERM INSTRUCTORS
I

COMMITTEE FORMED:

A Task Force of three part- time /temporary faculty members
is considering the mandate of the CFF this year, to:

establish a research committee to. complete a
comprehensive study of the status of part -time employees
of Colleges & Institutes."

The members are: Chuck Sigmund V.C.C. Langara
Zulette Gordon - Camosun

Dianna Wegner - Douglas

The first meeting is set for the last week of .April, after

an exchange of extent material on the subject. Please address all

enquiries to Chuck Sigmund, via -the CFF office.

cont 'd.
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CFF Presidents' Council News

Report on July Meeting with the Ministry

Instructional Skills Workshop Program

E D I T O R I A L

As you know, at the CFF AGM this spring a resolution was
passed to give the CFF an "honorable retirement" by January 15,
1980, at which time a new provincial organization of post-
secondary educators ( tentatively entitled APSE) would take its
place.

To this end, the Presidents' Council was created, composed
of all the Presidents ( or designates) of interested Faculty
Associations of B.C. Colleges and Institutes. Its mandate was

to create the new organization in accordance with the principles
set forth by the CFF Task Force on Provincial Organization.
The general understanding and will of the CFF AGM and Task Force
was, firstly, that this was to be a self - sufficient, independent
organization (such as the CFF was) which spoke for community
college and institute faculty in B.C. and, secondly, that it was
to be a non -union model, with collective bargaining left in the
hands of local faculty associations.

With this in mind, on August 24th, I attended the second
meeting of the Presidents' Council ( the initial one having been
on June 23rd) to see for myself how well it was carrying out its
mandate. Well, there were a few new faces along with the more
familiar ones trying valiantly to work through the agenda and
give some form and substance to the emerging organization.
By and large, however, the discussion was dominated by the same
small group (from Capilano, CAriboo, and Northwest, along with
the occasional visitor from Fraser Valley and BCGEU) that has been
engaged in political "consciousness raising" for the last year
or more.

Since none of these colleges are presently members of the
CFF, their representatives are not bound by the same AGM mandate.
They are free to pursue their own goal — which for the last

while has seemed to be to aid the BCGEU in making its det
membership pitch to us. Certainly, 98% of the discussion at
the August 24th meeting centred around trade union concerns, and
only 2% dealt with us as professional educators with unique
professional development needs. And, as with the June meeting,
there was extensive participation by a BCGEU representative in
the deliberations of the Council.

The BOGEU, reportedly, has tried to sweeten the pot by
offering us not just "affiliate" but "component" status if we
join than. But whatever the name, the end result would still

appear to be the eventual disappearance of college faculty as
a separate organizational entity into the second largest union
in the province.

Unfortunately, the prospect of all that BCGEU " clout" and
services to boot is a powerful temptation to smaller institutions
impatient for change. The Marine Institute, Fraser Valley and
Northwest may have yielded already -- the result of which will be

some fragmenting of the B.C. college movement.

College Faculties Federation of British Colombia



Editorial contd.

Even medium -sized colleges, such as CNC, are becoming more receptive to the siren
song of the BCGEU. As Jan Cioe says, CNC would prefer a strong, independent,
provincial organization of post - secondary educators separate from BCGEU, because of the
greater professional status such an organization would have, and the greater credence
and respect it would be given by Victoria. But in the even APSE didn't materialize

as a viable replacement for the CFF, the BCGEU's offer would begin to look very .
appealing to CNC.

Thus, the task at hand is to get APSE off the ground, quickly (since
further delay or diversion is clearly not to our advantage) offering as many services
as possible, to as many Colleges and Institutes as possible,who are willing to ccatmit
themselves to the establishment of a strong provincial organization of, by, and for
community college and institute faculty, such as the one orginally envisioned by the
CFF Task Force.

It may be that in the years to come the forces of the marketplace will decree
the necessity of a centralized provincial union, or our merging into BCGEU, CUPS, AUCE,
or BCTF -- but not n ow. At the present moment, motions passed at the CFF AGM in May
indicate that the majority of post- secondary faculty want to stay with the original
APSE concept -- itself a compromise solution hammered out over a long period of time with
input from a wide cross - section of B.C. College and Institute faculty.

So -- over to you, Presidents' Council members. The field can still be ours!

Margo Hartley ( Langara)
Editor

NEW CFF EXECUTIVE AND BOARD QF DIRECTORS

Delegates to the AGM prevailed upon Dave Mitton to stay on as President to ensure
continuity until the new organization, APSE, takes over from the CFF on January 15, 1980.

The new Executive of the CFF is as follows:

President

Vice President

Secretary
Treasurer

Meibe - at -Large
Newsletter Editor

The other CFF Directors are:

Dave Mitton ( Iangara)
Jan Cioe ( CNC)
George Dey ( Langara)
Don Radstaak ( Fast Kootenay)
Hattie Bishop ( East Kootenay)
Margo Hartley ( Langara)

Nick Ernst ( Camosun)
Roy Duggan ( Douglas)
Mike Matthews ( Malaspina)
Dave Smith ( Okanagan)
Gordon Gray (Selkirk)

Z4 - 0w• j e,VN M i aw r

The 1979 CFF Convention and AGM held in Nanaimo at Malaspina College this May was, by
all accounts, an overwhelming success. The new campus, the famed Malaspina hospitality,
guest speakers such as Dr. Walter Hardwick (Ministry) and Dr. Jon Ellis (OLI) and a
number of very relevant and well staged panel discussion /workshops -on topics such as
Institutional Audit, Faculty Evaluation, Part -Time Faculty, New Program Develcpment at
Colleges, Accountability in College Governance, Program Advisory Ommittees — all

worked together to make the Convention a memorable and useful experience. our

congratulations and thanks to Ross Fraser and Ian Garrioch and the other members of the
Convention Catmittee for a job very well done.

Some important resolutions that were passed at the AGM concerning the future of the CFF,
Program Advisory Cmmittees, terns faculty, and Government financing were:

3



1. CFF

That the CFF Annual General Meeting instruct the directors to wind up the
CFF in accordance with the legal requirements no later than January 15, 1980
and

That the CFF Annual General Meeting instruct the directors to set up a
Presidents' Council, composed of the Presidents ( or designates) of all interested
Faculty Associations ( or equivalents) of B.C. colleges and Institutes. The

purpose of the Council shall be to set up a new provincial organization of post-
secondary educators in general accordance with the principles enunciated by
the CFF Task Force on Provincial organization. The Presidents' Council

shall call a provincial conference with a view to achieving the Council's
purpose no later than Jan 15, 1980, unless a majority of its members vote to
postpone such a conference to a specified date.

Carried: 25-5 -0

2. Program Advisory Committees

Whereas Section 13(b) of the Colleges and Provincial Institutes Act requires
the Board of each college and provincial institute to establish a Program
Advisory committee;

Whereas Ministry of Education officials (Walter Hardwick and Andy Soles at
the August 30, 1978, meeting with the CFF Executive, and Walter Hardwick at
the CFF Convention on May 17, 1979) have informed the CFF

a) that the Program Advisory committee is designed to be a means
of faculty and student participation in College /Institute
governance;

b) that the function of the Program Advisory Comnittbe is to be
similar to that of a University Senate; and

c) that the Program Advisory Committee is to be covered by by -laws
to be submitted to the Ministry for approval under Sections
13 ( c) and 14 of the Art;

Whereas some College /Institute Boards and administrations appear not to be
aware of the Ministry's stated views on the Program Advisory Committee or state
that the Ministry's views on the Program Advisory Committee are not as described
above; and -

Whereas College /Institute Boards have approved and implemented Program Advisory
Committees that fundamentally contradict the Ministry's intent as expressed to
the CFF;

Be it resolved that the CFF ask the Deputy Minister to inform College /Institute
Boards and Principals in writing of the Ministry's conception of the Program Advisory
C=nittee as described above and as explained to the CFF; and

that the CFF inform the Ministry of Education that all Program Advisory Committees
should be characterized as follows:

a) The Program Advisory Committee's mandate, membership, and reporting relation
should be constituted by by -laws of Boards under Sections 13 ( c) and 14
of the Act.

b) The Program Advisory Committee's mandate should be consistent with its status
as a oammittee to advise the Board in matters of educational policy and
governance of the institution. The Board's exclusive prerogatives to deal
with matters relating to their status as employer of record and owners of
real property is recognized.

c) The Program Advisory emmaittee should be empowered to discuss and make
recxsmnendations on issues raised by any member of the Ommmittee or on issues
referred to the Camiittee by Board, adminis tration, faculty, students, or
non- teaching staff.

d) The Program Advisory Committee should consist of members drawn from faculty,
students, non- teaching staff, and administration in a mutually agreed upon
ratio. The representatives of faculty, students, staff, should be elected
by their respective representative organizations, and the chairperson of the
Committee should be elected by and fran within that committee.

e) The Program Advisory Ommittee should report directly to the Board through
its duly elected chairperson.



f) Rules of conduct and terms of reference should be established for orderly
conduct of the Committee's affairs.

g) Cco mittees relevant to the mandate of the Program Advisory Committee should
report to the Ccmittee.

Carried: 30 -0 -0

3. Term Faculty

That the CFF actively oppose the expansion of College Programs which takes
place at the expense of sessional part -time faculty and of the currently
established levels of quality of education.

Carried: 30 -0 -0

That sessional /part -time faculty receive the same re=eration, benefits and
working conditions on a pro -rata basis, as full -time, regular faculty.
Carried: 30 -0 -0

4. GovernmentFurrlinq

That a telegram be sent by this Convention to the Premier and Minister of Education
protesting the stringent budget provisions for colleges and institutes for the
current year and pointing out that cutbacks in services have had to be made
because of inadequate funding, and,

That a news release be issued concurrently, making the telegram public and
explaining in specific detail the reasons for it.
Carried.

Meanwhile, 

the Presidents' Council - empowered by the CE' FAGM to "set up a new provincial
organization of post - secondary educators in general accordance with the principles
enunciated by the CE' FTask Fbrce on Provincial Crganization" - has met twice, 

on June 23rd and August 2 4th, with a third marathon 11 sessionset for l

All

B.C. colleges and Institutes were invited to send representatives to these meetings. Fran
those who did, the following officers were elected by acclamation: Jan

Cioe ( CNC) - Cha Wanda
Tilley ( Capilano) - Recording Secretary Marg
Briscall ( BCIT) - Treasurer At

that first meeting the representatives also established 5 committees: A66-

itiation: Jan Cioe, Wanda Tilley, Gord Bryenton, Dave Harrison. To
contact BCGEU, CUPE, AUCE, and BCTF to determine the costs involved, 
to explore the question of autonomy, to review the services
provided, and to report back to Council with this information
as soon as possible. Sehvic

Ed Iavalle, Ann Frost. To
list the type of services needed and then to draw up a service GRID
or questionnaire to be answered by each College in order to determine
the level and nature of the services each required. Budget: 

Al Stusiak, Dave Mitton, Marg Briscall. To
developmodel budgets according to number of faculty joining and level
of dues charged per member. Co

n6t twt, ion: Jackie Koroscil, Gordon Alexander. To
draft a constitution for APSE. Convention

Committee; not activated yet.Detailed

minutes of the first two meetings h been circulated to those members who
attended. 

Contact your Faculty Assoc.nif You old like to see a copy.



MEETING WITH MINISTRY OF EDUCATION

July 11, 1979

bMargBriscall McGeer - the Councils will have to make

such decisions.MinistryC. F. F.Cioe does the Ministry still support the concept of
the comprehensive community college? Is there a commitment to

university transfer Dr. P. McGeer Dave Mitton, 
President programs? Dr. W. Hardwick JanCioe, C.
N. C. Mr. A. Soles Hattie Bishop, East Kootenay McGeer there is no absolute answer to your questions. 

The Academic Don Radstaak, East Kootenay Council is responsible for university transfer
programs. Numbers Guest Ann Frost, Douglas and strength will have to be

looked at.Herb
Warburton, Okanagan Margaret Briscall, B.C. I.T. Mike Matthews, Malaspina Soles the Academic Council is worried about the proliferation

of second Les Way, Camosun year courses for small numbers of students. Ian
McTaggart Cowan is already looking at

this problem. The format of the meeting was basically a question and answer session. Cioe the Colleges are serving three
masters ( universities). Various members of the delegation addressed questions to Dr. 
McGeer. He sometimes tried to answer, but Hardwick and Soles often intervened. McGeer' s Soles your point is valid. Ian is working with the
universities to general attitude was that funding decisions would be made by the Councils, try to sort this out and to develop an acceptable
core second but that allocation of funds within institutions could be decided by Boards
year program.

and Administrations. McGeer the Senates may be difficult to deal with. We may have
to use I do not feel that much was accomplished at the meeting. It is possible, the power of the purse. However, Ian McTaggart Cowan
has made however, that the Ministry officials could have been impressed by the progress in this regard in
the past. professionalism of the union officials attending. They did seem
to realize that a number of problems are caused by the industrial model approach of Warburton Okanagan College is faced with the problem of
too many Boards and Administrators, campuses. Recent report puts Okanagan under the gun

to expand offerings at
other centres. The following notesof the - questions and answers is incomplete, 
but will give the reader an idea of the questions that were asked and the answers McGeer the college will have to try to arrive atsatisfactory
trade -offs that were offered. so that the region will not

be split. The meeting started at about 3:10 p.m, and adjournedat 4:25 p. m.Warburton technical programs need sufficient students to

be viable. Mitton - tabled one page brief ( attached).Hardwickeverything doesn' t have to go to Kelowna. 
Centres could specialize in

different programs. McGeer - would you like to speak on
your brief., Cioe the role of the Open Learning Institute seems to

have shifted McGeer had to leave the meeting at this point, so Hardwick to competition rather than cooperation. When
did this started to talk about budget allocation) transition

take place? Hardwick - are you concerned about budget allocation to institutions? McGeer OLT is presently working on a 3rd and 4th year
core curriculum Do you want to know what criteria are used?for September 1980. The Colleges and Universities

are not being encouraged to get into
distance education. Soles - are you concerned about budget allocation

within institutions? Mitton - we want to understand the budgeting process, so that Faculty Cioe but what about the question
of competition? can provide useful input

to Boards. McGeer OLI is developing a different mode of delivery. 
OLI received Hardwick - budgetsfor 1979/ 80 have been prepared in two formats: only 1% of theprovincial post- secondary budget, 

so the 1) 
the "added competition can' t be

too great. old
on" route; 2) the new PACS system Frost on the subject of budget cuts, Douglas will be

offering 60 sections less than last year which means 15 people
will not McGeer returned at this point) be teaching. These cuts will be in academic areas

rather than in the more
specialized areas. Hardwick - we have consulted with the Councils, butthey didn'

t go McGeer what are the priorities of the College? Your budget

lift wasHardwick - 1980/ 81 are to be submitted by the Colleges by
August 1st, more

than 11 %. cons d)The Councils will review these budgets and make recommendations Hardwick what about productivity? P.V.I. is restricting class
size to to the Government in

October. 15, McGeer -the Government will allocate global funds to three Councils at McGeerthey won' t get as much money
next year. budget time. Budgets will be prepared on a program
basis at institutions. Warburton a lot of these decisions are made without adequate

faculty input.The Program Advisory Committees could fill this need
if they Briscall - will all Colleges and Institutes have theirbudgets approved 9 9 DP were set up in the way Dr. Hardwick discussed at theC.

F. F.by the Councils, even those not designated likeB.C. I.

T.? convention. McGeer - yes, Ministry will do no direct funding. McGeer an amendment to the CAPI Act is

being proposed. Mitton - what about 1979/ 80? Mitton I spoke attheB:C.A.C. Convention about the role
of Program Advisory Committees and got a very negative

reaction from Hardwick -the Councils were only partially involved. Board members. A statement from the Ministry
is

definitely required. Briscall - who approves
new programs? McGeerwe can' t produce the right kind of spirit where there

1s an Hardwick - academic approval will still be done by the Ministry; funding by adversary relationship. We have proposed the
fair comparison the Councils. method to try to alleviate

this problem. Cioe -does theMinistry ear -mark specific allocations of funds to Cioe most College administrators perceive themselves
as managers specific programs? in the framework of the industrial model rather

then as
educational leaders. McGeer - yes, they are all

ear- marked. Soles Walter Hardwick and I will be nesting with the
College Principals Cioe -does that mean there will be no local flexibility? to discuss

this problem. McGeer - how much is there now?Frost consultation is being eroded. There is certainly a need
for a clear statement re the Program

Advisory Committee. Cioe - we are told the budget lift
was 5%.McGeer we can promise

to try. McGeer -we didn' t
publicize 5%.Warburton during the past year we have been discussing the need

for a Cioe - if the lift was below the inflation rate, does that mean that provincial union. Those of us who are here today
have decided cutbacks are desired by the Ministry? For example. atC. N.C. against a provincial union. We want to
be professional we have lost 5 Faculty positionsand won' t be able to offer as educators and have input into management. Our unions
are in many courses, fact primarily

professional associations. McGeer - you should apply again for funds if you can' t do what
you did before. You should concentrate resources on
course delivery. not administration. Mitton what do you see as the leadership role of

the Ministry? Hardwick - the Ministry has 'management indicators' which will be used to McGeer we have established community colleges to cover
the Province; control the allocation of resources excessively to Administration. institutes with a provincial mandate; and now the

Open Learning Institute which has an extremely broad mandate. We
don' t Cioe -there seems to have been a conscious decision to expand new contemplate any major new legislation or any

now institutions programs at the expense of old programs. for the rest of

this century. McGeer - institutions should concentrate on programs which will provide Hardwick we are requiring each institution to get
involved in the greatest benefit, institutional planning. The Ministry ( Bruce Fraser) 

is looking at the comparability of programs across institutions
and is Cioe - but we are still ina growing system. also going to be looking at quality control. We don' t

plan to build upa big bureaucracy, but will sake use
of secondment

and contracts. McGeer - numbers of potential students will soon start to
go down. Cioe thanked the Minister for meeting

with us. Briscall - but we are not able to accept all those
who apply. McGeer I em prepared to meet with you again at

your request. Hardwick -institutions don' t make a good case. Should tell us
if they are turning away qualified applicants for whom there
would be



THE INSTRUCTIONAL SKILLS WORKSHOP PROGRAM

The Instructional Skills Workshop Program became a reality this summer. A

project funded by the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology, this program
was planned and designed by Doug Kerr, Staff Development Consultant at the Vancouver
Vocational Institute campus of Vancouver Community College. By the end of March,
1980, about 100 college and institLte instructors and administrators will have been
trained to conduct the Instructional Skills Workshop for instructors at their
parent institutions.

During the summer and fall of 1978, Diane Morrison of the Program Services Division
of the Ministry commissioned Doug Kerr, then a Staff Development Consultant with the
federal Public Service Commission, to conduct a study of staff development needs in
the Community Colleges and Provincial Institutes in B.C. The study confirmed the
need for a specific process to develop the instructional skills of instructors in
various disciplines throughout the Province. Mr. Kerr was asked to design a
workshop process which would concentrate on the development of the fundamental skills
of instruction.

The Instructional Skills Workshop has been designed to provide performance -based
skills training in designing, conducting and evaluating instruction. It is meant

to be of most immediate use to the new instructor, but experienced instructors who
have not had instructional skills training for the post - secondary setting have also
found it to be valuable. Participants in the workshop are guided through a series
of cycles of designing, conducting and eìialuating instructional sessions. During
the course of the workshop each participant practises instructional design skills,
designs and conducts three ten-minute mini - lessons; receives oral, written and video

feedback on each lesson; and sets new performance objectives against which to
evaluate her/his performance change each day.

The strategy for delivering the workshop to new instructors is as important as the
workshop itself. As previously stated, the program now underway will result in
about 100 post - secondary faculty being trained to conduct the workshop for new
faculty as requiredto meet the demand at their own institutions. In contrast to many
in- service training programs which have been conducted by resource personnel from
outside the conrmnity college /Provincial Institute system, the Instructional Skills
Workshop Program has been designed and is being implemented completely by instructional
resources drawn from the colleges and institutes.

The first phase of this year's four -phase program implementation process took place
at the Langara campus of V.C.C. in July and August. Doug Kerr conducted a week -long
training workshop for a group of five College /Institute personnel: Peter Renner ( BCIT)
Tan Dennett ( VCC /Langara), Howard Turpin ( VCC /King Edward), Keith Dunbar ( VCC /Conti.nuing
Ed), and Jim Crowe ( VCC/WI). In a subsequent workshop, this core instructional team
then trained another 18 instructors and administrators to enable then to conduct the

Instructional Skills Workshop at their awn institutions during the fall and winter.

Because of vacations, time constraints, and travel problems, most - though not all -
of the participants in the summer workshops came from Colleges and institutes in the
Lower Mainland. However, all colleges and institutes in the province have been
invited to participate in the program, and more non - metropolitan institutions have
already responded to the announcement of the next workshop ( the second phase of the
program for this year) to be held at the Langara campus of VCC during the week of
October 29 to November 2. The third and fourth phases of the program will be conducted
between January and March, 1980.

Already, Instructional Skills Workshops are being conducted by experienced instructors
for newly recruited faculty at several institutions in British Columbia. Thus, new
instructors are developing competence in the fundamental skills of teaching during
their first few months, a most critical period in the career of an instructor.

Implementation of the Instructional Skills Workshop Program will continue for some
time. Fbr more information about the program contact Diane Morrison ( Ministry of
Education, Science and Technology, Richmond 278 -3433) or Doug Kerr (WI campus of VCC,
681 - 8111).



A-C.C.C. NEWS

By now, you will all have received the latest College Canada magazine. Keep the
names of Gordon Thom ( Administrator, B.C.I.T.) and Gordon Alexander ( student, V.V.I.)
in mind, for they, along with a faculty member and a community representative from
Alberta, make up the four western ( B.C.- Alberta) Board members of the A.C.C.C. for
1979 -80. Contact them if you have questions, suggestions, etc. Perhaps we'll
ask them to write something for the next Newsletter. There is so much interesting
educational information available through A.C.C.C. that we'd like to see more of it
filtering down to the individual faculty member. Any ideas?

Also, you might be interested in subscribing to the Journal of the Association of
Canadian Community Colleges ( ACCC) for $15.00 a year. The advertising blurb says
that the magazine covers such timely topics as professional development, co- operative
education, evaluation and accountability, career education, and students and counselling;
and that it is "a national, information- sharing vehicle for studies, practices and
research findings related to the rapidly graving Canadian community college movement ".
Write to Association of Canadian Community Colleges, 211 Consumers Road, Suite 203,
Willowdale, Ontario.

CAMPUS NEWS

It's early in the school year, and so far our regular correspondents have been too
busy to send in their usual facts and tidbits. However, we can report on the
appointment of three new College Principals in B.C. (with vacancies still to be filled
at Northern Lights, Selkirk College, and Douglas College) .

Gerry Sylvester, until recently Dean of Instruction at Vancouver Community
College, Langara, has been appointed President of Malaspina
College.

Dr. Barry Moore, formerly head of Northern Lights College, has been named
Principal at Fraser Valley College.

Charles Brewster will wind up his present duties as Vice - Principal at Southern
Alberta Institute of Technology in Calgary to become Principal
of Cariboo College.

Our best wishes to all three!

September, 1979.


